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Chemistry 200
Imperial Valley College
Rubric for Evaluating Laboratory portfolio

Student Name: ____________________________________
Lab Number: _______________________________
Date____________________________________

Scores are based on achieving 90% of the “Level of Implementation” as described below.

Levels of
Implementation
Characteristics of Effective Laboratory Portfolio
Awareness
0-5 points
There is preliminary, summary of the topic.
	There is a preliminary procedure.
	The student’s makes constant reference to the laboratory manual during lab
	The student’s ability to collect data is limited by their inability to follow experimental procedure
	The student needs extensive help with calculations.

Development
5-10 points
The student established a summary for the experiment including theory and background.
	The student has established an authentic strategy for completing the experimental procedure.
	There is some evidence outside resources are used to compete the summary and procedure.
	The experimental procedure’s organizational structure is supported with at least one simple easy to fill in data table.
	The student has clearly allocated time and resources to preparing their laboratory notebook.
	The student’s makes few references to the laboratory manual during lab
	The student is careful to note data in their laboratory notebook during the experiment

	The student completes all sections of the lab for that laboratory procedure
	Errors are apparent in the calculations

Proficiency
10-15 points
The student’s summary is authentic and backed up with external sources, and references
	The student’s experimental procedure is authentic according the either the laboratory manual or laboratory handout
	There is dialogue in the experimental theory and background that is purposefully directed toward improving the student knowledge of the experiment.
	The student has clearly allocated time and resources to develop their procedure which shows a thorough level of comprehension.

	The student demonstrates an awareness of goals and purposes of how this experiment is to be completed, usually by incorporating tables, charts, within the procedure.

	The student rarely refers to the laboratory manual or other lab mates for help
	An area is set aside for calculations, some formulas are included 
	The student works carefully and efficiently

	The student finishes in the allotted time.
	The student is asked to correct only a couple calculation errors.

Sustainable Continuous Quality Improvement
15-20 points
The student’s experimental summary includes a theory and background which encompasses the topic thoroughly and is pervasive and robust, that is well documented including outside sources found outside of classroom recourses.
	The student discusses further alignment of the summary to related ideas which the student used to help them further understand the experiment.
	There is evidence that the student has fine-tuned their procedure, to allow them to complete the experiment in minimal amount of time.
	The student’s experimental procedure is clear, thoroughly laid out including tables, and or charts all in the correct order as directed by the experimental procedure.
	The student’s has an area set aside for calculations, including all necessary formula.
	The student has researched all relevant methods for calculations in the experiment and included other, necessary formulas with examples of already preformed calculations
	The student wastes no time during lab
	The student is comfortable during the lab, working at an efficient pace.
	The student completes the experiment in a minimal amount of time

The calculations are thorough 
There are no errors other than one or two significant figure errors in the calculations.

Student Score: ____________________________
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